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01-06-2017

To,
Prime Minister of India,

;

152, South Block,RaisinaHill,

f 0 8 JlIN Z017

New Delhi-110011

f

SUB:SWACH BHARAT ABHIYAN-NEXT GEN

Dear Prime Minister Sir,

BACKGROUND: A few years back when my son was in Class 1 say 'TSIo to Fire
Crackers" was propagated by the teachers in his school due to die harm it causes to

the environment. Now though he is 8^ Class he has not burnt any crackers over die
last 7 years. This was a revelation to me that such education in the early years of a
student's life has such profound effect.

Thus with this background the Swach Bharat as a subject should be introduced for
children from Class 1 to Class 12.

Objective of this subject will be steps to increase the awareness of how to improve
the environment.

No to smoking, no to Tobacco, use of CFL/LED lights. No to burning of leaves, No
to cutting of trees, No spitting on Road, No urinating on the Road, Behavior towards

Women,What are NGO's,If possible in case any NGO is active in die vicinity of the
school dien to incorporate its case study as part of the curriculum, etc
Class 8 to Class 12 to go out once a week to check and clean the area around die
school. Class 8 to keep clean a radius of 50 meters around the school. Class 9 75

meters and Class 10 100 meters and Class 12 200 meters. Thus once the general
public observes school children out on the road cleaning the roads, slums, markets or

colonies around the school it will have a profound effect. Moreover our upcoming
generation will imbibe excellent habits which are lost to the present generation.
Yours Truly,

(Guri/reet Singji Chawla)

